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Abstract: 5G is mass Mind control system on a world-wide scale. Hardly that implementation of 5G can be stopped, but certainly it can
be turned into great GOOD both for us people and for the planet by allowing the White Christed Light to protect us. Working knowingly
with God Aton and asking for permanent Christed Light protection is the Messiah of this planet, of mankind and of our civilization.
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1. Introduction
This text is taken from hatonn.blogspot.com. HATONN
is masculine aspect of God Aton, ONE with God Aton!
Quote from hatonn.blogspot.com:
―As the world citizenry slept, lulled by a steady dialogue of
fake news stories, and ―celebrity‖ drama about who is in bed
with who, and the unbelievable sex change travesty being
played out in front of our children and young people to
emulate—A NETWORK OF ELECTRONIC SIGNALS,
DISGUISED AS ―SOCIAL MEDIA‖, IS BEING BEAMED
DIRECTLY INTO OUR BRAINS! This is mass mind
control on a global scale, dear hearts, and you know it not!

2. Mind manipulation and control
It has been long suggested that your ―intelligence‖ agencies,
notably your Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), has been
conducting experiments on unsuspecting humans regarding
brain manipulation and control. These experiments have
been ONGOING since the early 1950s, regardless of
government admission that the programs were shut down. It
only went ―underground‖, and the public funding was
replaced by the so-called ―black budget‖ secret monies,
which comes from the CIA‘s total control of your worldwide drug trade—legal as well as illegal drugs.
The James Bond intrigue and Cold War ―Manchurian
Candidate‖ (Time to revisit the Frank Sinatra black and
white movie of the same name) brain washing tales are very
real. As a matter of fact, the fictional stories—that is NOT
FICTION—has gone way beyond what Hollywood has
shown you! You now are in THE STAR WARS ERA,
21stCENTURY VERSION OF MK-ULTRA! No longer is
it a lone ―secret agent‖, or a handful of captured soldiers,
―brain washed‖ and sent back home to spy for the enemy.
Today, Mind (K)ontrol Ultra, and all their offshoot
programs, such as Project Delta, Project Monarch, etc., etc.,
are hooked into the massive Energy Grid system set up
around our entire planet!
While the Reagan era ―Star Wars‖ SDI (Strategic Defense
Initiative) system was put into place with satellites in Earth
orbit, the true purpose was kept well hidden from You-ThePeople! Firstly, those rocket launches carried satellites that
completed a world-wide electronic GRID NETWORK that
connected with those weird ―cell phone towers‖ that

suddenly started popping up EVERY WHERE. This
secondarily allowed for the Zionist Banking System to
become GLOBAL AND INSTANTANIOUS. This is also
the ―Beast‖ that John of our Holy Bible‘s REVELATION
warned you about, all those centuries ago! When he said the
Beast fed on a number, and ―666‖, and a tally of gold, and
THE MARK ON YOUR PERSON, etc.—well he saw a
computer screen that was the head (s) of the beast. That
beast fed on numbers—and so do computers! The ―mark‖,
dear ones, is the BAR CODE, which is now on
EVERYTHING you buy, sell, or trade with. It is also
―tattooed‖ invisibly and painlessly all over your person!
Those little domes in banks, hospitals, public buildings,
supermarkets, etc., don‘t just take ―selfies‖ and Polaroid
pictures!
Laser
and
advanced
secret
HOLOGRAPHIC
TECHNOLOGY has allowed for the ―tagging‖ of every
man, woman, and child in your nation! Similar to a ―black
light‖ that picks up lint, or temporary tattoos to gain access
to nightclubs, etc. Your adversary uses a frequency in the
high, INVISIBLE ULTRA VIOLET LIGHT FREQUENCY,
to read multiple bar-codes—on your hands, arms, and
forehead! So keep in mind—YOU ARE ALREADY ―IN
THE SYSTEM‖!
However, the MAJOR PORTION of the completed
GLOBAL ENERGY GRID network, which was turned on
after midnight, January 1st, 2000 (this was your REAL
Y2K! It happened just as the Bolshevik Jewish Banksters
planned, and no one noticed!), was the hook up and
implementation of the miss-used Tesla Scalar or PRANA
WAVE TECHNOLOGY.
At ―power plants‖ and
transmission sights around our planet, multi-frequency
electromagnetic radiation fields—THAT CAN BE PIN
POINTED ANYWHERE ON THE FACE OF THE
WORLD—AS FOCUSED BEAMS OF INTENSE
ENERGY—CAN DECIMATE ANY ―TARGET‖, LARGE
OR SMALL!
However, in addition to these incredibly destructive
DIRECTED ENERGY EFFECTS, WHICH IF GOT OUT
OF CONTROL, WOULD SET OUR ATMOSPHERE ON
FIRE AND LITERALLY SHAKE THE PLANET TO
DUST IN FIFTEEN MINUTES. The grid can also be
“tuned” to the frequency of the human skull cavity. This
means a remote Mind/Brain transmission, capable of
implanting thoughts and words—that are not your own—
but you will believe them to be yours! Also your body can
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be “switched off”, just like a light switch, inducing instant
death!
And this can be focused on one person, or an entire city of
people. Whole demographics of people can be induced to
riot on command. Entire segments or communities can be
given DIS-EASES—THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEANS
ALONE! YES INDEED, THAT KIND OF TECHNOLOGY
HAS LONG BEEN PERFECTED! Are you beginning to
SEE what you are up against? Do you see why only God’s
LIGHT and His Mighty HOSTS can counter this
onslaught against His People? He sent us before Him as
promised. Was it any different when God sent His
Messengers in the Ancient Biblical stories of the past??
Therefore, fear not these things and call upon God the
Father. He will see His children through the valley of the
shadow of death, today as well!

3. Even After 5G Court Case Was Won UK
Scientist Facing Jail Time For Warning
Public About 5G
An Australian organization called ―Environment and
Community Safe from Radiation‖ is gearing up to protect
people against the new health threat from 5G, including
exploring legal options. The organization recently held a
symposium about 5G that included presentations on the
health and legal aspects of this technology and the videos
may be viewed [online: ecsfr.com]

―They misused Police Powers to gag Mark Steele and
yesterday he left a free man and Gateshead Council to fork
out 11 thousand pounds of tax payer‘s money to cover the
court cost amounting to woeful ignorance. In court, none of
the council officers could explain what 5G is; and their
leading government expert refused to attend the court
hearing.
―In conclusion, the Judge refused to gag Mark, stating: ―The
public have a right to know.‖
―The Judge declared Mark Steele as a credible expert and
engineer on EMF (Electro Magnetic Frequency) and GSM
technologies, which proves Gateshead Council is liable for
corruption, misleading the public, making people ill and
attempting to discredit Mark Steele and all others such as
Smombie Gate fighting 5G rollouts.‖
―Regardless of all this, Mark now seems to be facing jail
time for continuing to warn the public about 5G as well as
expecting Geteshead council members to answer questions.
So much for democracy…‖
5G is still being forced on communities all over the world
despite all the opposition, risks, and consequences
associated with it.

5. 20,000 Satellites for 5G to be launched to
send focused beams of intense microwave
radiation over entire earth

NEW ZEALAND 5G SITES: 5g.org.nz
By John P. Thomas, Health Impact News:
―UNCENSORED‖ magazine, March-June 2019, issue 55
January 16, 2019
By B.N. Frank
Since 2017, 241 scientists and doctors from the U.S. and
around the world have demanded a moratorium on the
installation of 5G wireless technology due to biological and
environmental risks.
Activist Post already reported about the 5G court case that
was won in Gateshead, England after 5G was installed in
street lamps and people became sick. Scientist Mark Steele
was part of the movement to get the 5G removed and
Gateshead council members weren‘t at all happy about that.

4. From Zero 5G.com
―Mark Steele, a 5G campaigner, has been highlighting the
dangers of a secret 5G rollout by Gateshead Council where
residents are complaining of increased illness and cancer in
the affected area. There‘s enough evidence to conclude the
new smart 5G arrays on the top of new LED lampposts emit
Class 1 Radiation Frequencies and should be treated as a
danger to the public. Gateshead Council ignorantly rebutted
clear evidence and created false allegations on social media
posts and printed leaflets stating that Mark Steele is
spreading Pseudo Science and that the arrays are not
dangerous or 5G.

Public attention about 5G has been focused on the plans of
telecom companies to install millions of small cell towers on
electric utility poles on public buildings and schools, on bus
stop shelters, in public parks, and anywhere they want in
national parks [Hatonn: Your national Parks have already
been taken over by your secret Bolshevik Overlords, and it
is becoming WELL KNOWN, that many people turn up
missing and are NEVER FOUND! And young children and
women disappear from right under their loved ones and
parents‘ noses without a trace. Then found dead, days or
weeks later, only feet from where they were last seen—even
though searchers covered the area thoroughly before hand.
And always, the deaths are very mysterious. These are well
planned, and orchestrated scare tactics to keep you out of
your own National Parks! There are United Nations
Mercenary Troops stationed in those vast forests, and they
are heavily armed with the latest military hardware—
including tanks and armored personnel carriers. There are
foreign communist troops, who care little for America or
your citizenry! And they wait, hidden until the appointed
time to attack—from deep within your nation‘s borders.
There are Soviet armored vehicles ready to charge up
through your southern border as well. Keep in mind that
President Trump is not a Khazar! He is a ‗WHITE‘ business
man, who took full advantage of the American dream to
become famous and prosperous. He KNOWS the Jewish
ONE WORLD ORDER will destroy his way of life, and that
of ―his people‖—WHICH MEANS THE VERY
FOUNDATION OF YOUR NATION! And he is not about
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to let the United States be destroyed by the Luciferians!
―Nationalism‖ is the reason you-the-people have a country at
all! Do not let the British-Israel Anti-Christ/Anti-God‘s
Socialistic Communism, and their controlled media,
program (brain wash) you otherwise!],and on federally
owned land.
In local urban communities there would be a cell tower
approximately every 500 feet along every street. As bad as
these small cell towers might seem from the standpoint of
constant exposure to radio frequency (RF) radiation in close
proximity to the source, perhaps an even more alarming
prospect will be the beaming of millimeter length
microwaves at the earth from thousands of new
communication satellites.
On March 29, 2018 the US Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) gave approval to Space X to launch
4,425 satellites into low orbit around the Earth. The total
number of satellites that is expected to be put into low and
high orbit by several companies will be 20,000 satellites.
5G will use Phased Array Antennas to shoot beams of
radiation at cell phones. These satellites will use the same
type of phased array antennas as will be used by the groundbased 5G systems. This means that they will send tightly
focused beams of intense microwave radiation at each
specific 5G device that is on the Earth and each device will
send a beam of radiation back to the satellite.
Previous generations of RF cellular communication used
large antennas to send a blanket of radiation in all directions.
The lower frequencies they used and the broad distribution
of microwaves limited the numbers of cellular devices that
could connect through an individual tall tower. The much
shorter length microwaves used for 5G will make it possible
to use small phased array antennas to send and receive
signals.
Phased array antennas consist of clusters of hundreds of tiny
antennas that work together to shoot a ray of energy at a
target just like a bullet. [Hatonn: You have long had the
ability to use OPERATIONAL Star Wars weaponry against
your own civilian population. You have devices that literally
SHOOT
ELECTRONS!
Therefore,
many,
many
assassinations of ―trouble makers‖ have gone unnoticed as
mere ―heart failure‖, ―heart attacks‖, and ―strokes‖. This is
why continually asking and calling on the Brotherhood of
Light—IS YOUR ONLY DEFENSE AGAINST THESE
ASSAULTS.
Our light shield will disperse these
frequencies, and prevent them from being completed at
contact point. Keep in mind THAT ―PRANA‖ AND
―SCALAR‖ MEANS ―SPIRIT‖—THESE NEW WORLD
ORDER WEAPONS AND CHARGED PARTICLE
BEAMS ARE SPIRITUAL WEAPONS!! THAT MEANS
SPIRIT ENERGY WILL COUNTER THEIR DEADLY
EFFECTS! Advanced physics is the melding of science
AND spirit, chelas, you have never been taught that in your
Earth school lessons! Always, it is your lack of knowledge
that will destroy you.] A cluster of these tiny antennas can
be arranged in a 4 inch matrix.
The rays of microwaves they produce will be strong enough
to pass through walls and human bodies. [H: This is the
technology utilized by your secret spy agencies—

MICROWAVE ―PHASERS‖ AND LASER ―FLASH
GUNS‖!
Do you see, now, answers to mysterious
―accidents and sudden deaths of ones who have become a
nuisance to the Elite Conspirators?? The unexplained
brilliant flash of light in the tunnel, when Princess Diana‘s
car crashed that fateful night.And the little ―whites Fiat‖ that
fled the scene. Or, the C-130 Hercules Special Operations
transport aircraft carrying diplomats from a military airfield,
suddenly doing ―loops in the air‖ before crashing to the
ground after takeoff. Now that you have been given another
piece to this massive puzzle of secret world intrigue—look
closely when ―accidents‖ and ―suicides‖ of important people
occur! And do not be thrown off by the fact, that an entire
airliner full of people is killed just to ―silence‖ one man.
These mob hitmen and assassins are, indeed, THAT
ruthless!] If they were not strong enough to do this, then
everyone with a 5G smartphone would have to stand outside
when using the devices.
Each 5G product (such as a smartphone or router) will also
have multiple phased array antennas which will be used to
create a powerful beam of radiation back to the 5G devices
mounted on electrical utility poles or toward a specific
satellite in space. These beams of radiation will also need to
be strong enough to pass through walls and human flesh
such as a hand or head to reach the intended destination. [H:
If all that I‘ve said is not enough, you will find that
―mutating cells‖ – CANCERS OF ALL TYPES IN THE
BODY—come from close proximity, and constant use of
your so-called ―smart‖ phones. Do all you can to minimize
usage, and keep it turned off, or away from your person
whenever possible—especially when sleeping.]
This means that if you are in a crowded location, such as an
airport or a train, there will be hundreds if not thousands of
invisible beams of radiation flying through the environment
at the speed of light. [H: As you contemplate the magnitude
and complexity of these ever growing electronic warfare
systems, you can imagine the use of giant power plants, and
nuclear reactors to supply the energy to this WORLD-WIDE
―GRID‖. This is where WEATHER CONTROL COMES
INTO THE PICTURE! TORNADOS, HURRICANES,
MASSIVE
DOWN
POURS
THAT
CAUSE
LANDSLIDES—AND EVEN EARTHQUAKES AND
TSUNAMIS—ARE NOW MAN-MADE DISASTERS
GENERATED ON CUE! Your adversary can create,
intensify, and modify the weather—AS A TACTICAL
WEAPON AGAINST ENTIRE NATIONS!
EVEN
DROUGHTS PRODUCING FAMINE, KILLING WHOLE
POPULATIONS, AFRICA AS A FOR INSTANCE—IS
PURPOSELY MANUFACTURED TO GAIN GLOBAL
CONTROL! Do you see NOW what you are up against? It
is serious, serious time now, dear friends, and the sand is all
but drained from the hourglass.]
As people move in that environment, their bodies will be
penetrated by numerous beams of radiation as they walk or
as other people walk around them with their 5G
smartphones. 5G phones will be much more powerful than
previous phones. The effective radiated power of the 5G
phased array antennas in phones will be 10 times more
powerful than 4G phones.
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No one will be free from exposure. In addition, 5G beams
of microwave radiation will be received and transmitted
from new computer equipment, household appliances, and
automobiles. Stationary equipment such as Wi-Fi hubs in
homes and offices will be permitted to use microwave
beams that are 15 times stronger (300 watts) than the signals
from 5G phones or 150 stronger than 4G phones.
Why is 5G so much more dangerous than previous
microwave communication systems? Arthur Firstenberg,
author, researcher, and advocate for limiting RF exposure
from the environment, explains the analysis of 5G radiation
that was published in Microwave News in 2002. He stated:
When an ordinary electromagnetic field enters the body, it
causes charges to move and currents to flow. But when
extremely short electromagnetic pulses enter the body [5G],
something else happens: The moving charges themselves
become little antennas that re-radiate the electromagnetic
field and send it deeper into the body. These re-radiated
waves are called Brillouin precursors. They become
significant when either the power or the phase of the waves
changes rapidly enough. 5G will probably satisfy both
requirements. This means that the reassurance we are being
given—that these millimeter waves are too short to penetrate
far into the body—isnot true. 5G satellites will fill the
Skies.
These are the companies with the biggest plans to deploy
satellites:
· Space X: 12,000 satellites
· OneWeb: 4,560 satellites
· Boeing: 2,956 satellites
· Spire Global: 972 satellites
Arthur Firstenberg describes the plans of corporations who
want to use 5G technology. He states:
―Honeywell has already signed a memorandum of
understanding to become OneWeb‘s first large customer—it
plans to provide high speed Wi-Fi on business, commercial,
and military aircraft throughout the world. [H: I must
comment on something here, please. Ones may ask, ―How
CAN such a massive world-wide undertaking possibly take
place—in secret—and nobody knows about it?!‖ Easy,
through spy agencies, such as your CIA, British Intelligence,
the Israeli MOSSAD, the Soviet KGB; along with those
semi-secret, fraternal orders like Free Masonry, Skull And
Bones of Yale, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the
Bilderberger Group, the Committee of 300, the Office of
Naval Intelligence, etc.; each of these control ALL THE
LARGE AND SMALL CORPORATIONS OF YOUR
PLANET—AND IN EVERY COUNTRY! Keep in mind,
that ―The Beast‖ is described to have many heads with many
crowns upon those heads. Each head is represented as a
computer to keep track of every single person born—
THROUGH YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. The
Social Security Number (SSN) is read by all computers as
―6-6-6‖, the way it is divided by three sections (123-456789). If you will note, the Universal Barcode System
recognizes THREE DISTINCT PARTS in its markings:
(IIIIIII), however it is divided) THAT BASE ―3‖ MEANS 66-6 TO THE MASTER WORLD COMPUTER IN
BRUSSEL, BELGIUM. The name of that Global Banking
Computer is ―The Beast‖, and it is the ―Mommy Computer‖

of all computers in existence. A backup twin of The Beast is
in Earth orbit, called ―MOSAIC‖. Those secret agencies act
like an octopus, except have eight arms—each arm has
eight, times eight, times eight, times eight, times eight—all
controlling IN SECRET all the businesses and
corporations—you THINK are independent companies. If
you look at the board of directors, of your so-called ―Fortune
500‖ Enterprises, you will see that THE SAME
―DIRECTORS‖ SIT ON ALL AND EACH COMPANY.
THIS GOES BACK TO THE VENICIAN Black (as in
―evil‖, not color) Nobility, the Old World European Royal
Families of Europe, and always, those Rothschilds (Bauer,
before the Jewish family name was changed to the German
―Red Shield‖—that was hanging over the door of that
FIRST ―PAWN SHOP‖, THAT BECAME THE FIRST
INTERNATIONAL ―WORLD BANK‖), ―ROTSCHILD‖ in
German. So, know who may seem to ―own‖ various U.S.
and multi-national corporations. Always KNOW, that they
are owned by no more than 13 JEWISH FAMILIES—300
PEOPLE—WITH BASICALLY 5 ELITE CONTROLLING
THEM ALL! These 5 people represent your Adversarial
Ruling Class, whose family representatives control your
planet.]
Space X would like to provide the equivalent of 5G to every
person on the planet.

6. Ground-based 5G Implementation
Ground-based 5G systems are already being implemented in
dozens of major cities right now. Plans are being approved
by hundreds of other cities, which will allow implementation
in 2019 and beyond. As I explained in my previous articles,
cities do not have the right to ―say no‖ to 5G. FCC
regulations prevent cities from objecting on the basis of
health concerns—they only can speak to issues of esthetics
and the practical matter of the placement of equipment.
They are required to ―say yes‖, and they better do it quickly,
or telecom companies will threaten them with legal action
for obstructing their plans. [H: This WHY Jews ARE
LAWYERS—BECAUSE IF YOU DO NOT DO WHAT
THEY ORDER YOU TO DO, they will threaten to take
all your money and throw you in jail, or take your
business!]

7. Satellite Based 5G Implementation
The first two 5G test satellites were launched by SpaceX in
February of 2018. Hundreds of other satellites are expected
to be launched in 2019. The full set of 20,000 satellites
could be put in orbit during the next two years. To put this
into perspective as of September 2017 there were 1,738
operating satellites into orbit around the Earth. [H: Or so
you are told! Keep in mind, your adversary never tells
you the truth—only that which they want you to know
and believe is truth!] This means the number of satellites
will be 11 times greater than the current number.

8. Environmental Catastrophe from Rockets
used to Launch Satellites
Rocket fuel is very destructive to the Earth‘s ozone layer [H:
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―Ozone Depletion‖ is not your problem. Again more
falsehoods about ―global warming‖. We will get back
around to the topic soon.] , which protects us from the harsh
effects of radiation from the sun. In 2017, there were 90
rocket launch attempts world-wide. [H: The Christian
Russians shoot down your missiles that are clandestinely
used to start nuclear war. Be they special sensor satellites,
or nuclear payloads. We even disable some of those. It may
surprise some of our new readers that MANY OF YOUR
SPACE SHUTTLES WERE SHOT DOWN—AND
SECRETLY REPLACED FOR THE TELEVISED
LANDINGS. Some were deliberately sacrificed by the
Bolsheviks themselves, having zero regard for the crew. We
will revisit those hidden—AND PUBLIC—disasters as well
at another sitting. The Jewish Khazars do not hesitate to
murder Christians at any opportunity. After all—their bible
(the Talmud) tells them to do so!] The rockets that use solid
fuel produce massive ozone depletion. While rockets using
liquid kerosene as fuel destroy less ozone. They release
massive amounts of black carbon soot into the air, especially
at high altitudes.
If the number of annual rocket launches increases by 10 or
more times, which is likely under the plans this corporation
has made, computer models suggest that the combination of
ozone depletion and release of black soot could produce a 3
degree warming effect over the Antarctic and reduce the
ozone in the world‘s atmosphere by 4%. Even though it will
be possible for a single rocket to put multiple satellites into
orbit, we are still talking about a 10 or 20 fold increase in
environmental damage over what is being produced today.
The 5G satellites have a relatively short lifespan, perhaps
only 5 years, which means there will be high numbers of
rocket launches not just in the next few years, but in every
year for the foreseeable future. Mercury-based rocket fuel
could spread Neurotoxins over the Earth. [H: I guess we
won‘t mention the Chemtrail spraying that crisscross your
nation!] As bad as liquid and solid rocket fuels will be for
the environment, Apollo Fusion is developing a mercurybased propulsion system for its rockets.
These ion
propulsion rocket engines use powerful magnets to push
away small charged particles at high speed, which generates
thrust. NASA experimented with mercury ion propulsion in
the 1960s, but abandoned the research.
Mercury is an extremely strong neurotoxin, which is harmful
to all forms of life, especially humans. The risks of an
environmental catastrophe are monumental, because if there
was a malfunction and one of these engines exploded, highly
toxic mercury would be spread through the atmosphere and
over the Earth. [H: A MAIN INGREDIENT of the
composition of the deadly CHEM-TRAILS that blanket your
skies (a byproduct purposely caused through jet aircraft
exhaust, and specially designed ―crop duster style‖ multiengine heavy planes), is mercury! Remember, when a
normal airliner flies overhead, the vapor trail disappears as
the aircraft passes. Chemtrails REMAIN and turn into
―elongated clouds‖.]

environmental damage that will be created by any of the
rocket engines they choose to use for launching their
satellites.

9. Space Junk will pollute the Earth
Each satellite will be the size of a small refrigerator and will
weigh approximately 880 pounds. With a life expectancy of
only 5 years [H: Which is years longer than the synthetic
replicas running around, masquerading as your
government leaders, and television “talking heads”!
THEY have to be changed out and “dumped”
regularly—they don’t perform well under stress! Or,
haven’t you noticed by now?] , this means there will be a
massive amount of space junk orbiting the Earth.
Eventually, all those satellites will fall down to Earth and
will burn up as they enter the Earth‘s atmosphere. All the
hazardous materials in the satellites will be released into the
air and will float down to the ground as dust or as droplets of
rain.
Telecom Companies are creating a worldwide disaster in the
name of Technological Progress [H: Is that not what you
have always done? The technology exists for electrogravitic
levitation, clean burning fuels that produce water as a
byproduct, and so-called ―free energy‖ to power all your
electrical toys—including cars and airplanes! But then,
what would the Elite have to hold over your heads, and have
you go to war with your neighbor for?? After all, the
―Jewish Harvest is War‖ (The Jewish Khazar Bolsheviks‘
own words). And, good heavens, who would foot the bill?!
Lord Rothschild and J.P. Morgan told Nicola Tesla—
inventor of all this wondrous technology—―where would I
put the meter so I can charge the people for all this free
electricity?? And, so you have it! Like Jesus said, ―The
Love of Money is the Root of All Evil‖.]
5G is promoted as being the next great wonder in the plan to
advance technology to create smart cities where everything
and everyone is instantly connected in real time with no lags
or lost signals. Of course there will be a few costs.
Everyone will be irradiated with millimeter size, nonionizing radiation 24 hours a day with completely unknown
health effects. Studies designed to investigate harm from 5G
will be completed many years after the 5G systems on the
ground and in space are fully implemented. At that point it
is very unlikely that telecom companies would dismantle
their systems even if it is shown that their technology is
causing cancer and other diseases. They would just deny the
risks. They will tell us that the science was settled decades
ago. They will tell us that evidence linking 5G to cancer and
other diseases is just a conspiracy theory that only a few
crackpots believe.
Millions of people will suffer from radiation exposure with
symptoms such as headaches, weakness, brain fog, impaired
ability to learn and reason, chest pain, and numerous other
symptoms that will baffle most conventional physicians.

All the talk from telecom companies about 5G being a
panacea for environmental protection and energy
conservation is quite ridiculous when we think about the
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10. There is Nowhere to Hide from 5G
Radiation
Today it is possible to live in a location that has reduced
levels of microwave exposure. This is accomplished by
choosing a living space that is far away from cell phone
towers. However, in the near future it won‘t matter where
we live, because 5G will irradiate us wherever we happen to
live or work. Cities can‘t say No to 5G implementation.
FGG regulations have been structured in such a way that
local municipalities cannot stop telecom companies from
installing 5G. They are specifically prohibited from trying
to delay or stop 5G implementation on the basis of health
concerns. Their only recourse is to try to make the groundbased 5G system somewhat more esthetically pleasant.
Based on what has been happening around the country,
telecom companies are sweeping aside local resistance and
gaining approval for their 5G systems in rapid succession.

11. Can 5G implementation be stopped?”
End of quote
Hardly that implementation of 5G can be stopped, but
certainly it can be turned into great GOOD both for us
people and for the planet. Everything is possible with
knowledge [1-16]. In my humble opinion there is no better
blessing for us than 5G challenge when we turn this
everywhere present imbalanced radiation into balanced
radiation that will bring in balance the entire planet and all
human beings, actually all living beings on this planet
including herself.
How? By ALLOWING the White Christed Light to protect
us!
I have revealed details in my recent article ―THE RIGHT
THERAPY FOR RADIATION POISONING‖ [1].

12. Conclusions
1) It is proven fact that there is real deliberate radiation
poisoning aimed for damages of human brain functions
and destruction of rationality, reason and civility.
2) The GOOD in the deliberate radiation poisoning is the
fact that it is waking us up who are we and causing us to
become aware of our unlimited potentials.
3) Human body is electric record of Mind thoughts so that
dis-ease cannot enter where the Mind-Creator chooses to
have no entry.
4) Because human Mind and God‘s Mind are One, our
allowance can provide permanent protection from
anything, including 5G, DEW and ELF.
5) Working knowingly with God Aton and asking for
permanent Christed Light protection is the Messiah of
this planet, of mankind and of our civilization.
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2000 – At the end of 2000 I chose to leave the Institute of Physics
and went on my own way to discover and learn the God‘s
principles and laws of creation.
After 18 years of the progression toward that sacred goal, I
finally succeeded and now I know many of the God‘s creational
principles and laws (unknown until now) and can apply them for
the simple and efficient creations which make the basis for a new
life quality on this planet.
I am a pioneer, creating with a New Conscious Energy and building
a new civilization without electricity.
I‘ve developed the QUANTUM RADIATION BALANCER –
the genuine product in form of a self-adhesive sticker certified by
the Hado Life Institute of Dr. Masaru Emoto which 100% balances
radiation from any device, if attached to it, protecting the human
body and environment from its harmful effects and eliminating
with time the damages already caused by the radiation. It can
be successfully applied to: cell phones, computers, laptops,
microwave ovens, cordless phones, tablets, wireless monitors, WiFi routers, TV-sets, Radios, and any other source of radiation.
Thanks to the consistent pursuit of my Leitmotif ―The Authority of
Truth rather than the Truth of Authority‖ I have experimentally
proved the true atom, cell and particle ―ATON‖ concept.
According to the ―ATON‖ concept, atoms, cells and particles are
made of light which are spinning around the centering Mind
(Spirit) points (the black holes). Nature expresses energy as electric
potential in only one way, which is the same way both for the
atomic and for the stellar scale: by projecting mentally the rings of
visible light which are spinning around the centering Spirit points.
This amazing beauty of creational simplicity is the
basic fundamental truth of the science that is based on the
knowledge of the cause.
I wrote two books ―GOD IN THE ATOM‖ and ―DODECA 101
LOVE ENERGY‖ which are available on my website:
http://www.teslastyle101.com
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